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VIC DANCE
The Student Senate will sponsor an
vie dance Saturday from 8 to
ALL-COLLE-

all-colle-

GE

ge

he
n m. JojqerBabcnckTariff
Tiome basketball
1) cent? per "couple.
game is scheduled for that, evening.

itI disagree with what you say, but
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will defend with my life
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your right to say
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Conover, Lyfle Head Boot Drive
r
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Senate Shortens

wf T

Color Day, Shifts
Date to May 8th

week.

He was born in Seaham Harbor,
Northumberland, England, Mar. - 23,
1892, and graduated from, Lancaster
Independent College, Manchester,
1915, Victoria university (honors in
philosophy), 1915. He received his
D.D.'from Hamilton, 1927, Middle-bury- ,
1928, Yale, 1932, and Miami,
1934. Dr. Buttrick is married and

Miss Rachel MacKenzie, dean
of women, denied today that the
college was planning to place a
ban on all orchestra dances, in an
interview with a Voice reporter.
The statement was made after
it had been rumored oh the campus that the Douglass hall formal
was to be replaced by a vie dance,
and that all formal dances on trie
Hill would have to be given hereafter without orchestra's.. Dean
MacKenzie said that there was no
truth in these rumors.
Jerry Stryker, president of the
Student Senate, assured Voice reporters that previously arranged
orchestra danees sponsored by the
senate would be held. The Spring
formal, tentatively scheduled for
April 17, is the next
orchestra dance to be given.
all-colle-

ge

Negro Speaker Will

Inaugurate 'World
After War Lectures

has three sons.

He was ordained into the ministry
Bayerd Rustin will speak to the Sun
by the Congregational church in 1915.
He was pastor of the First Union day Evening Forum on "Basis for Just
Congregational church, Quincy, 111., and Durable Peace" at the Forum

'3; First Congregational church,
;
First PresbyVt.,
;
he
Buffalo,
church,
terian
has been with the Madison Avenue
church since 1927. He is President of
the Federal Council of Churches of
1915

meeting Sunday, Feb. 1, in Taylor

1918-21-

1921-27-

hall at 7 p.m. Mr. Rustin is the first
of several speakers who will present
viewpoints

on the world after the

war.

Christ in America.

Mr. Rustin is a young negro speak
Dr. Buttrick has written
er who talks under the sponsorship of
books: "The Parables of' Jesus", 1928; the Fellowship of Reconciliation which
"Jesus Came Preaching", 1931; "The is an international organization advo
Christian Fact and ' .odern Doubt eating and studying the settling or
world difficulties by . peaceful means.

three

The Deans' office announces that
church and chapel .cuts for the sec
ond semester will be as follows:
First quarter, eight chapel cuts and
three church cuts will be allowed.
Second quarter, eight chapel cuts
and. four church cuts will be allowed.
Theecond quarter will begin Mar.
'
-

...

For several summers Mr. Rustin has
worked under the American Friends
Service Committee in various parts of
the world. Last summer he was
Puerto Rico doing reconstruction work
in the native settlements
graduate of ' the
New York City college and has done
work on his master's degree at Co.
Mr. Rustin

is a

.

By STAN COATES

TUESDAYr J AN20 U. S. army
bombers sink Jap cruiser . . . Day
light Savings Time effective Feb. 9
Nelson, new
WEDNESDAY
abolishes
OPMand
chief,
production
streamlines bureaus . . . Soviets
.capture Mozhaisk: very important
gain . . . Increased Allied air strength
in Far East.
Two hundred
THURSDAY
thousand Japs trying to crush Mac- Arthur . . , Two more ships sunl
off east coast.

FRIDAY

.

Dutch bomb eight

jap

ships.

Good
Big day
SATURDAY
busy Dutch bomb three more Jap
ships; Japs lose 30 planes over Ran.
goon; South American nations begin
steps to break relations with Axis;
Russians gain 65 miles in one day
. . . Bad: in spite of the above brilliant
-- Allied victories,
continue to
press on in Malaya' and the Philip
pines; Nazis still strong enough in
Africa to launch a powerful counter
the-Ja-

attack.

ps

-

tion with an appeal for contributions
by" Prof.-rE.- Kr Eberhart" in Chapel
Wednesday morning. The drive will
last for one week from Jan. 28 to Feb.
and will strive to reach a goal of
$1500.
The drive will be headed by Ilene
Smith for the Student Senate with the
cooperation 'of a Faculty Committee
composed of C. B. Moke and W. F.
Kieffer.
A three fold plan to reach the goal
has been adopted by the Student Senate.
First, a one dollar contribution will
be obtained from 800 students to ful
fill a $800 student quota.
Second, a five dollar contribution
will be solicited from each member of
the faculty to fulfill a $300 faculty
quota.
Third, the remaining part of the
drive will be met by five proposals to
be carried out during the rest of the
semester. These five proposals are:
1. Contributions from camous organi
"
zations.
7'
Contributions from the college em
ployees (except faculty).
Proceeds from a planned Faculty
Variety Show.
4. Proceeds from meatless dinners.
5. Small change contributions in the
form of donation boxes placed
around the campus and at the
various social functions.
All the money that is received will
be turned over to the Wayne County
chairman of the drive to help nil the
county's quota of $20,000. This in
turn wilt be the county's contribution
toward the $50,000,000 goal of the
American Red Cross for this year.
"

,

of duty", "Errors of judgment'
Tthe" Pearl Harbor "debacle." (Each"of
these gentlemen assumed that the other had taken the necessary precautions!) . . . Another tanker sunk off
East coast.
MONDAY U. S. and Dutch air
and naval units blast Jap convoy
. . . U. S. forces arrive in North Ireland . . 7 The Nazis pick off another
tanker near East coast.
lUtMJAY U 5. sub torpedoes
;

Defense Discussions

lumbia.
-

A special business meeting of the
after the forum meet
" College
Ohio
Association ': has : been
ing in lay lor nail there will De time
called
for
Saturdays
morning, Jan,
for discussion and questions, and then
31,
in
Columbus.
meeting was
This
Mr. Rustin will hold a discussion
by
called
President
of
Henderson
group in lower Babcock for all who
other
Antioch
members
and
the
of
are interested.
Immediately

.

executive committee.
The leaders of the Sunday Evening
Attending from Wooster will be
Forum say that Mr. Rustin is an ex
William R. Westhafer, Dean of the
tremely dynamic and interesting speak.
College; E. Kingman Eberhart, chair.
er and the students .are especially in
man of the faculty defense commitvited to hear him and to talk with
tee; .Vergiljus ,Ture Anselm, Ferm,
"
"
him." """
Dean of the Summer Session; and
John Bruere, Dean of Men.
1 he meeting
has been called to
check, on the actions which have been
taken by the various colleges to meet
the war emergency. There will be an
endeavor to preserve some uniformity
in the new college programs in Ohio
Obeying President Roosevelt's proc
lamation, Wooster students over 20
years of age will register for possible
military service on Feb. 16," registra. Psuedo-Broadcast
tion day throughout the nation.
There will .ber no special registrar
Scott Auditoriunvwas changed into
tion points available for college men broadcasting studio, WCBC Monday
according to Judge Critchfield o
evening, Jan. 26, for the first stage
Wooster's Draft Board. College men
performance of the radio opera,
will register at the regular enrollment
"Beauty and the Beast." The transpoints, either at Draft Headquarters
formation was immediately apparent
on East Liberty Street, across from
syswith microphones,
the City Hall or in the City Hall it
Weldon,
n
Dick
tem,
self.
The
and announcer, Pete Gruber.
Wh,ileFeb,l 6 Jsthe official day opera was presented precisely as in a
of registration early enrollment has broadcasting room, correct even to debeen made possible for men working, tails of instruction for radio audience
particularly those men in defense in- behavior.
dustries. At Wooster early registration
Under the direction of - Professor
5
will be carried out on Feb.
from and Mrs. N. O. Rowe of the Conservanoon until 6 p.m. On Monday, Feb tory, "Beauty and the Beast" was one
16 the registration will continue from of the regular study programs of
7 a.m. until 9:30 p.m. College students Fortnightly Music Society. Members of
are askeH ? register
the society have each year' produced
This registration is solely for those a light operatic work. In presenting
men between 20 and 45 years of age a radio opera this year, a departure
Registration for other ages, which, will was made from the usual dramatic
particularly affect college students, will musical productions heretofore given.
he announced later.
As it was a work for radio; the audience t was left to enjoy it as oure
music, and to develop its own scenery
.

Men May Register

ATCiffHaUTebrlfj

a..

Brazil breaks relations with Axis.

The celebration will be held in the
Stadium on the afternoon of Friday,
May 8,. at the end of examination
week. It will fall in the middle of Sen
ior Week which will be shortened this
year to three days.
The Senate also voted to abolish

mf:- -

-

loud-speak-

er

sound-effects-ma-

.

on-Monda-

celebration the Senate assumed these
responsibilities.
The committee suggested the aboli
tion of the Senior Maypole Dance,
but the Senate left this suggestion for
further consideration.
The date of the Color Day dance
which is usually held in' the evening
after the celebration has been tenta' ' iriiTninnii
r
ifrnn
n
'iinviri
MiiiKinrffniinnnrriiiim
iiiiwiwiinie
tively set for May 8, but must be
iiimiini
miiii
worked out with the senior class to
Pictured above are Ruth Conover,. of Trenton, N. J. and William Lytle
conform with their Senior Week plans.
of Ben Avon, Pa. both members of the Class of 1945 and members of the
This Committee which held a meet
Student Senate. They are in charge of the canvass to be made on the'
ing Thursday, Jan.-- 22, is composed
campus for books for the nation-wid- e
"Victory Book Campaign" which is
(Continued on Page .4)
being conducted this week. Courtesy Daily Record.
mi)

in

iiinnnrinnnnimmniii
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n
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Sponsored

the American Library
Association, the Red Cross, and the
United Service Organizations for National Defense the Victory Book Cam.
paign is a national movement with a
goal of 10,000,000 books for the use
of the men in our armed forces.
Representing the Student Senate,
Bill Lytle and Ruth Conover have
charge of the Wooster campaign. The
report is that the campaign which
started early Tuesday morning has
made a good start and shows all prospects of being a great success.
There will be a place in each dorm
I
i
ai
or the collection or books.
Ihe li
brary will serve as central headquarters
for the drive on the campus.
Prof. Frederick W. Moore spoke in
the chapel Tuesday morning to enlist
the aid of the college students in the
collection of books for" the Victory
Book Campaign. He spoke as an ex.
service man and told how much a few
good books had meant to him in the
last war.
Camp

by

Jl

i-i-

wi

following are the types of books in
the greatest demand:
Applied psychology, Current af
fairs, Military publications, Crime and
the F.B.I., Police systems and the fingerprinting, English grammars, Arith
metic, Algebra, Geometry, Trigon
ometry, Calculus and tables of logari
thms,.
technical books.
Accounting, Shorthand, Business
and salesmanship, Lettering and me
chanical drawing, Photography, Carbooks of all
toons,
types. Books about music, Sports, Nov.
el- - and playwriting,
Poetry and individual plays," Geography, Travel (of
the last ten years), Biography (shorter
type) History.
Fiction books of all kinds are es
pecially wanted. These include: Adventure, Aviation stories, Historical
novels, Humor, Mystery, Sports, and
Western.
Up-to-da-

Well-illustrat-

"

ed

--
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New Students
Enroll,

Librariansreport that "the

Genevieve Rowe Sings ,
Postponed Audition For
Metropolitan Opera Co.

te

"Six

5

Enlist

three transfer
students, and six returning students
will be added to the second semester
new-freshme-

n,

enrollment,"

Arthur

says

South-wic-

k,

registrar.
One of three Metropolitan conMen who left Wooster the second
testants heard over the CBS network semester to enter the armed forces of
last Sunday afternoon, Jan. 25, was the United States are David Ormond,
Geevieve.ItoweJiilljMiss Rowe, enlisting in the Coast Guard; Jim
a coloratura soprano, sang for her Martin, navy air corps; JohriM
(Continued on Page 4)
Candliss, naval reserve; Alan Nicholson, in U. S. Army; and John Scher-e- r,
U. S. Army.
New freshmen are: Jean Anne Cur
ry, North Canton; Harold Uebolt,
Frederickstown; Edward Decker, Pied
positions. The highly complicated or mont; Harriet Drake, Friendship, N.
chestral part, played by Doris Fetzer Y.; Robert Holroyd, Jamestown, N.Y.;
at the piano, aftord little help tor and Ira Saum, Cleveland.
the voices, the vocal music being in
Robert
Transfer students
are:
the instrumental style. Apparently the Straub, a junior from Denison; Es
Italian composer Puccicini was copied, tella Graber, a freshman from Ohio
and the chromatics, seventh and ninth State; and Helen Johns, from Wood,
chords of Wagner were imitated.
row Wilson Junior college.
The soprano lead of Beauty was
Returning students are: Charles Es.
sung by Virginia Witzler, a role taken terhay- ,- freshman;
Arthur - Griffin,
by Genevieve Rowe in the first radio June Stanley, Willard Ellis, Evelyn
production. Paul Parmelee sang the Eddy, and Phyllis Carlson, sopho
original Charles Kullman tenor role mores.
of the Beast. In the remainder of the
cast was Charles Sommers, James
--

--

Dorothy Henderson,' and Paul,
een Smith. Martha Milburn acted as
narrator. By G. O.

Rowe,

W.A.A. Bridge Party
Aid Red Cross

- "
and action. "
The performance Monday was outstanding, and the work difficult to do.
The-effortsf-the7ca-

Freshman Debate will hold its next Rowe, were "highly commendable."
Written in extreme harmony with
regular meeting at 7 p.m. in Taylor
combined
and complex rhythms, deMonday,
2.
Order
o
Feb.
hall on
fit
signed
the accent of words the
be
will
to
parliamentary
the evening
a
procedure meeting on the election of musical score is considered one of the
I
most cleverly written of modern com
officers.

s,

Committee Forms Class
Problems
In Post-Wa- r
In order' to cooperate with the
United states governments request
that colleges lend more consideration
to problems that will arise after the
war, the Committee for Freedom and
Peace has converted its ' work into a
regular college courser1 History 246
Post-Wa- r
Problems.
Professor Aileen Dunham of the
history department will have charge
of the informal discussion group
which will meet every Tuesday evening
from 7 to 8 in Kauke hall.

Voice Campaigns

For Increased
Reporting Staff
The Wooster Voice will hold a
n
meeting of all those
and freshmen who are interested in
becoming members of the college
newspaper staff in the Voice office in
Kauke hall tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.
upper-classme-

This will be the last opportunity that member of the present,
sophomore clan will have to enter the race for Voice editor for
the year 1944. Very few. members of the present class are on
the staff, and if no students make
it known that they wish to be
considered at. this time, the class
of 1944 may be deprived of an
editor, the editorship going to
member of the class of 1945.
For many years the staff has 'been
sadly in need of men and there are
many positions open to all those who
desire them in advertising, sports writ,
ing, general reporting, feature writing
and in management.
In order to be considered eligible
for editor, applicants must begin as
reporters and advance to department
heads and then to managing editors.
The' editor is chosen from all those ap
plicants who are members of the junior class and who Jiold resppnsible
on the editorial staff at the
time selection is made.
At the present time there are many
good jobs open for students who wish
to get some journalistic experience
along with their college education.
Those members of the staff who prove
themselves capable of accepting responsibility and do their work efficiently will be advanced rapidly.
--

po-sitio-

ns

Senators Swear In
Six New Members;
Rearrange Schedule

' Six new student senators were sworn
into office at the meeting of the Student Senate Monday night, Jan. 26.
The six new senators are Jim Bean
and Ilene Smith, seniors, Paul Chur-to- n
and Betty Lacy, sophomores, and
John Renner and. Lois Scott, fresh- It was decided to have a Senate Vic
Dance Saturday night, Jan. 31 at 8
p.m. The dance will be held in Babcock and the usual admission of 15
cents per couple will be charged.
The Senate will sponsor a Valentine
sing. The sing will be held
Sunday', Feb. 15, at 7 p.m. on the
library steps.
It was suggested that the Senate
circulate petitions asking Fred Waring
to write a college fight song for Wooster. Paul Churton was appointed to
circulate the petitions.
The other newly elected Senators
were also given specific duties. Ilene
Smith has charge of the Red Cross
drive. Betty Lacy was appointed chap
eron chairman, Lois Scott was appoint
ed decorations chairman, and John
Renner was made inventory chair
man.
The Senate also revised its schedule
of events for the new semester.
Election of May Queen Mar.
Spring Formal Apr. 17.
Student Senate Elections (all classes)
Mar.
3.
Election of Student Senate President
Apr.
Election of Class Officers Apr.
all-colle-

ge

,

16-2- 0

31-Ap-

6-1-

Red Cross
To climax the
drive the W. A.' 'A. will sponsor
dessert bridge in lower Babcock on
Saturday, Jan. 31, from 2 to 5 p.m
All students, faculty and faculty wives
are invited to attend.
Twenty-fiv- e
cents is the price of ad
mission with all proceeds being placed
in. the "$1500 goal" Red Cross fund.
Prizes donated by Wooste.r business
establishments-wi- ll
be awarded
refreshments served.
e
vt
ilene crauth heads the committee
in charge of the event with Marjorie
Wiley, Martha McCreight, Lois Grove,
Ruth Kress, Gloria Parker, and Miss
Mary Jean Buccalo aiding her.
all-colle-

ge

--en- d

.

r.

0.

20-2- 4.

Color Day

-

May8. v'

Douglass Will Speak
To Y.M.C.A. Feb. 4
Dr. Curtiss R. Douglass will give a
discussion on vocations at the meeting
of the Y.M.C.A., which will be held
Wednesday, Feb. 4 in Douglass lounge
at 7 p.m. His topic for discussion will
be "What are you going to make of
your life?"
This is the first program of the
new semester under the new committee
heads. They are: Program chairman,
Haines Reichel; Social chairman, Hen.
ryRutledge; Permanent Office chairman, Bill Joseph; Publicity chairman,
Dick Craven; Leader for the down
George Miller; and Meettown Hi-ings chairman, Clark Weygandt. Y,

The members of the Y will be given
the choice of committees on which
they wish to serve. They will be asked
to make this choice at the meeting on
Feb. 4. Also there is an urgent need
for leaders for the downtown Hi-groups. Anyone interested should see
some member or the T cabinet or
Y

Hop Directors Add

To Production Staff

George Miller.

.

The Home and Family Relations
series of programs is scheduled to start
Max c Napp, Ernest Muller, Dave Wednesday, Feb. 1 1. The rime of the
Neely, Foster Lewis and Bob Sweet-- meeting for this series of talks has
land have been named to the staff of been changed to 9:30 p.m.' in Doug
1942 lass lounge.
the stage crew for "Tally-Hoproduction,
Gum Shoe Hop
Walter
Krumm, stage director, announced this
Physical Education Dept. .
week..
,
"Shanty",
Krumm said that the
JmstructsiiLf
campus ' hangout for Tally "students,
with new tables
will be
Under the tutelage of Miss Ruth
and chairs and comfortable booths.
of the physical education de-Saddler
A large bleacher and a small hot dog
a new course for aspiring
partment
stand will provide atmosphere for the
Red Cross" life saving instructors befootball scene.
gan Tuesday, Jan. 27. It is an eve
June Whitmer, who is directing the
ning
course with two hours of aquatic
chorus, reports that the chorus has
instruction on Tuesdays and one hour
been working on two numbers, the
class work on dry land- - On hour
'Tally U. Victory" end the Tally of
will be given.
r
credit
U. Fight" songs, in the first act re
.Working in collaboration with the.:
hearsals this week.-- Four boys still re
classes the future instructors will
gym
main to be named to the chorus.
teaching novices to swim, thus
aid
in
Dave Lanning will be in charge of
the required hours of instruct
gaining
the lighting, Jeannette Curtiss will
tion.,.
supervise .costuming according to
r
At .present ten girls and two
Celia Retzler, who is directing the en.
v.
are enrolled. '
tire production.
",

.

Lueoavmg

'

y.

Debaters Discuss
...
Parliamentary Procedure
'

the traditional May Queen dinner and
dance. It has been the custom in former years for the May Queen to finance
these affairs herself, but at last year's

JUJ

"Beauty and the Beast" Presented as
by Musical Society

str-aidProf.

Jap plane carrier . . . All Jap attacks
halted; Japs suffer heavy Josses on
land and sea.
WEDNESDAY U. 5. loses two
more tankers . . . F. D. R. says that
U. S has already sent other AE".F,'s

expenses to a minimum.

1 1

Ohio Colleges Hold

the

and-Student-

I

wide Red Cross Drive was set in mo-

14-1-

Investigation, com
SUNDAY
mission places blame on Admiral Kim-me- l
and General Short: "dereliction

Acting on suggestions of a Committee of Faculty
Student Senate decided to' shorten and
simplify the celebration and to cut

The Wooster effort in the nation

.

Facts In
Review

Because of the shortened semester the Student Senate moved the date
of Color Day back to Friday, May 8. These plans for the 1942 Color
Day celebration were discussed and approved at the Student Senate
meeting Monday, Jan. 26.

Faculty Show, Meatless
Dinner Aid $1500 Drive

.-

Deans' Office Numbers.
Cuts for 2nd Semester

y

i

n
and reButtrick, who is
spected in this area, spoke on the
campus in April 1928, as a guest of
Westminster church, and again at the
Presbyterian Synod, in June 1933.
The Public Occasions Committee, of
which Dr. Roy I. Grady is chairman,
decided on Dr! Buttrick at their meeting on Jan. 17, and a favorable reply
to their invitation was received last
well-know-

Dean Denies Rumor

1

Dr. George Arthur Buttrick, pastor of the Madison Avenue Presbyterian church in New York City, will
be the guest speaker at the 72nd annual Commencement exercises, Monday, May 11, beneath the elms. Dr.

Plan
Adopted in Red
Cross Campaign

Three-Fol- d

1

Committee Selects Pastor
Of New York's Madison
Ave. Presbyterian Church

.16.-

.

Number 14

At 72nd CommenGement

Rutland,

share now!,

WOOSTER, OHIO, THURSDAY, JANUARY 29, 1?42

Dr. Buttrick Will

--

SUPPORT RED CROSS!
For each a worthy cause as th Red
Cross, students should give ten dollars.
The Student Senate however, is asking
that student give but one. Pay your

well-equipp-

ed

--

,

:

.

.

.
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C B.
Ralph

Srttertfawarfr

Chief

Cridar-

BiuiincM

Dorothy Rickards
Becky Hoitertax, Jean Hudson
Jean Smeltx.
Cliff Alexander- Herb Rogers.

Van da

Sportt Editor.
.Managing Editor
Copy Editors
Feature Editor

Editor

Make-u- p

stafF associates
ASSISTANTS

Herb Ervin,

Elinoi
Barbara Haas,
Ruth Twitchell.
Ehnnan, Carrie Berwick, Corienne Cop pock, Marilyn Miller,
Fredrica Tbomaa. Betty Ruuell, Barbara Rou, Hank Miller,
Bob Douglass, Phyllia Van Duier. Carrol Reed, George Koch,
Phillip Frank.

Just Wishful Thinking
ilVJW, Wt, JliaV

-

WOitWU,'
,

ClgUL

we have hoped that some word might be given

to us to indicate that the Men's Self'Govern- a new constitution? After contact with M. S.
G. A. head, Hayes, we felt sure that some

v

Slflf

000,000

Proof THAT

NOT
FRATERNITY GROWTH
BLOWING DOWN IS vJEEN FROM THE FACT
IS BEING
THAT MORE THAN $
SPENT ANNUALUf ON NEW FRATERNITY HOUSES
;

20,000,000

,

Letters to the Editor of the Voice
part; put worry out of mind, and do
whatever you can to promote our na-

The Voice invitea ita readers to expreu
their opinion! in a brief and courteous
manner. Each letter must bear the signature
and address of the author, but the name
may be initialed if the author so desires.
The editor ' reserves the right to accept
or reject any communication.

tional effort.
"Keep 'Em Flying"
Pvt. Gordon H. Smith
Schofield Barracks, T. H.

1928 Ford Coupe
'

$30,-wit-

h

j

-

.

so-call-

MEMOS from

ment of the constitution. If they themselves
can not support that which embodies every-thin-

the

g

Wooster 'stands for, the"n something is

DATE BOOK

-

It was indeed a sorry day for Wooster when
Dale Carnegie wrote "How to Win Friends
--

"

and Influence People." Everyone is so busily
engaged in making friends and retaining old
ones that .they . sacrifice not only their own
standards, but others too, in' order to play the
- role of the good fellow.

d

.

Kenarden Council has definite standards
which it is obligated to maintain under the
M.S.G.A constitution, and the- section presidents are responsible for their enforcement in
their respective sections. It has been too easy
for any man in a public position to turn his
back upon violators and rationalize for his
"friends." We use the term "friends" somewhat facetiously, since no true friend would
he

-

test hiscompanion,s"authority-whenJieJkneit would necessitate hypocrisy. If the present
set of rules is too rigid and no one person
w.

ether-wavesari-

ous

,

--

evening.-MILLE-

can find himself imposing restrictions' upon
others which he can not obey himself, there is
only one way out; that is to revise the constitution to fit existing circumstances.

de-loveli-

"We

could discuss at length the changes
needed in the organization to make it efficient and smooth-runninIt has been suggested
many times that some form of self government
closely supervised by the M.S.G.A. be arranged far the frpshman min xuhn malri nn a
g.

--

,

vast number "of the association's membership.
If the students are taught from the time they
are freshmen that the M.S.G.A. stands for
righteous principles, ' soon the entire student
body will recognize that fact The resulting
prestige and authority would be immeasurable.
-- Only in this way will the "M.S.G.A
be able,
to regain successfully that enormous amount
of authority and prestige which has been lost
during past years.

--

es

ist

By Associated

l

d

mal-doin-

g.

Since the team will ' be away Saturday
night, - discomfited fans --will
to
wander to Babcock about 8 and dance innocuously but pleasantly to music styled the
Vic recording way until 11.
And in the meantime, FIRST SECTION
will, with rival recordings, tune up Galpin
basement to their own speed, for an informal
and private swing session, probably featuring
.

-

.

-'

,
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Very wisely has the selective service
made provision for deferment of inBy LES GIBIAN
duction of those college students trainScene: A room filled with fellows.
ing to be physicians, dentists, veterinConversation: "Wow, what a solid
arians, engineers, physicists, chemists, band! See if
you can't tune it in a
biologists, and geologists.
bit clearer. Listen to those sections;
how full and solid they are! Say, what
Colleges Accelerate Program
Because of the lowering of the band is that?"
minimum age for selective service,
Oh-ogotta watch out. Gotta play
most of the colleges have decided to this
cagy; can't get caught up. It
accelerate their programs. For some
seems that people expect ut'to be able
years about
of the member to identify the bands
a tough job.
colleges in the Association of AmeriWell, it must be a colored band anycan Colleges have had summer ses- how.
That tenor man is very good
sions. The length of these tessiont has
and, from his 'tone and style, we can
varied from six to twelve weeks.-Thtell he is colored. Maybe we can
stall a while until the announcer trivet
full summer quarters of twelve weeks
the name of the outfit.
in length.
.
.
"What's that you say? What band
Colleges are making changes in the is
it?
. . Oooooh, listen to that
curriculum to meet the exigencies of
trumpet solo. That man is really good
the situation. New courses have been
plays fine stuff and has a high
added and to others have been given
range. We.ll, in answer to your quesa bias of a military nature. Wisdom
tion, the band is . . . Say, are you
would indicate that much poise is
listening to that piano, really good,
necessary in proposals for curricular
isn't it? And now the tock chorus
shifts, as the men still need as much
the band certainly has good arrangetime as possible for a
ments, very modern and full. There's
curriculum of humanities, social scthe nnouncer, What band did he
iences and the natural sciences... :t .
i. tay t Andy - Kirk and hit Cloudt of
Increase Air Forces
Tov? Whv. of r et r ia u
wai-It it evident that the war will be going to tay that. He is playing from
won more quickly if we can increase the Grand Terrace in Chicago. He's
on the air at. 1 a.m. almost every
night on N. B. C, Red Network."
Whew, that was a close call.
is terpsichore by
ABUNDANCE
h,
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By GNOME
Speaker:

are

fifty-fiv- e

"I have lived in this town all my life.
tap-room-

-

'-

Voice: "Which one is that?"

actual count there
I am proud .to say

By

and saloons in the town, and

s

I have never been in one of them."
"I didn't know you cared for
Johnny. "I've always' thought of you
,

is

Open shop

"
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Daily nitions
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"This gritty coffee it

'

in that way,"" Marylou said" to"
just as great big brother."

-

like

--

Art, like morality, consists in drawing the line somewhere..

Thebaby 'cried so much they had to diaper her on both ends.

oll.

A band you might like to listen for
it 1a ..navy., man ... is Will Oshorn anA hi. "n-Mll.
skilled in the use of arms.
wood band", as he calls it. He broadNEW DEAL is an eel minut hit casts over Columbia Network several
clothes.
nightt a week at 12:30. Like most
SING SING it an Eastern Music
bands, hit is a bit
School.
ragged, but it will iron out in time.
CORN PLASTER
His swing arrangements Are not very
is a state of, intoxication.
modern, in fact, a bit on. the DixieNUDITY is a brand new song.
land tide. On tweet tunet, however,
PUMPKIN it the mate of a lady's the combination hat a fin style. The
- drest thoe.
weakest tpot it probably the vocalist,
PICKANINNY it rriaking- -a date- -y
it the Void for her-S- he
with a queen who turnt out to
attacks all her notes about three
be a dumb dora.
tonet flat and slides up, to the note,
REDUCING DOCTOR anM. D? or approximately thereabouts. Other
who livet off the fat of the land. wise, Will's new band hat tome good
LIQUIDATE
it a twimming enTV nine
gagement.
of the "tlide rhythm" which he form.
erly featured with hit old crew.
.
-R- ike
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the tubway; it't underground."
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PETTY .OFFICER

is better

seats."

.

a-r-

than closed shop because of ventilation.
.
"The Li'st floor of the auditorium will seat 800 persons, and there
a small balcony that will accommodate an' additional 50 people with

upholstered

,

Lights out.

AUairs

military forces and governmental
agencies,' but equally so for industry,"
business and the professions.

--

i

also.

d,

--

tremendously our air forces both for
land and sea. In addition to courage
and intelligence the pilots and men in
other branches of the air services must
have fundamental collegiate courses in
mathematics and the natural sciences.
Offerings in the high schools and col- leges must be available for training
thousands ofiuch men.
Guy E.
Snavely, executive director, Association of American Colleges.

e,

-

And so we now assume our usual expression and retire, but placidly, into our own little
. shell again. The fuse has been lighted
and all
that remains is for you to make your appear- ante, in the flare this week-enand then

Collegiate Press

Higher education must have for the
coming year an intelligent and a consecrated leadership. The selective serv-icand other war measures have already disturbed its program. More
drastic changes are quite possible.
In order to gain the victory in
this dreadful war and also to win the
peace at its conclusion the nation
must have a steady flow of educated
leaders. This is not only true for the

'

"

....

.

--

Snavely Says Higher Education Needs
Intelligent, Consecrated Leadership

d

1

to attempt to improve the campus on which it is
located as much as possible and to publicize
and constructively criticize those organizations
which continue to bring standards down. In all
smcrityijwefeeljtjhe M.S.G is the
most ineffective and feeble organization of its
kind on the Wooster campus. It is our intention in the best interests of the students to
stimulate and motivate this apathetic body to
action no matter what measures may be

In our calm and unruffledVanner we have
contributed our items in the past with
thing less than a demure attitude, but when
faced with an emergency? we feel quite capable
of lighting the- - fuse of our "social week-enwith a bit of TNT. So, please stand back,
lady, we're blasting!
Friday evening, we are playing host to
Wilmington on our. basketball court and nat- urally expect this opposing team to be ignom- iniously subjected as others to the habitual
haranguing of the inhabitants of the southeast
Corner of the gym, balcony, who visibly defend
and noisily, champion their stellar member
(singular) on the floor. Heretofore, whereas,
withal and thereupon we think this display
much too conspicuously and despicably noticeable and very decidedly adolescent. We sincerely hope this may be received cum grano
salis as the idea of a public reprimand is not
original with this columnist.
After the cries of victory echo over the
campus and become mere
groups will look to entertainment tor the re- R
mainder of the
MANOR
gals Open House to their respective swains un- til 11, and FIFTH SECTION, likewise, calls
to the fold its particular brand of
to
view its peculiar and publicized type of housekeeping.
KAPPA THETA GAMMA'S promised
stage dance is also docketed until 1 1 this same
evening, and the Thespians hope that this time
nothing will arise to prevent their footlight
specialty.
Saturday the W. A. A. invites ALL
Wooster to lower Babcock for participation in
a dessert bridge. The cause is a commendable
and worthy one for the benefit of Mr. Berlin's "Angels of mercy with crosses so red."
At the same time SECTION NINE takes
matters into their own hands, spurn the opera
broadcast, and offer open house at the Section
House, Beall Avenue, on Saturday afternoon
to while the usual gloomy January afternoon
hours away with dancing-ancompanionabil--ity- .
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Good buy.
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come almost synonmous with Pearl
Harbor, et at. When used as a noun
it is even more effective and if employed with the correct veneer and
proper timing it may be passed off and
accepted in any kind of society.
There are many others, of course,
not quite so descriptive, but once mastered, with the proper accompanying
facial expressions and bodily gestures
will adequately vituperate any enemy
whatsoever. For those who might have thai, anathema maranatha!"

al

anti-isolation-

--

The adverb "dastardly" has proven
an excellent word to use and has be- -

e.

And don't forget, Defense Savings Stamps

A
.M
II!
We have, however, one other oath
we might pass on. It it with a great
deal of reluctance - that we do so,
for we have become somewhat fond
of the Use to which wa havo nut ir
and we are just a bit proud of .the
amazement among sour friends When-ever we drop it in their midst. However, we feel that herein is a panacea
we ought to share with our fellows for
we recognize the need of a good solid
oath which will relieve,, these timet
which are trying the souls of all men.
It is a perfectly respectable curse inaa- much as it will not be cause to oust'
one from the society of one't eldert
and yet, if 'a good deal of effort is put
forth it should invoke the wrath of all
the gods of history to descend upon
our foe. It Will necessitate a good deal
of practice before one can venture to
try it in the company of others but
.
.
L - I
u serve as a time
mis anouia
m which to
test its value. If one will make a habit
of repeating it to himself just before
retiring at night it should prove an
excellent sedative and a cure for all
who suffer from tossing in bed. Having achieved perfection one ma then
try it upon one's best friend, and if
thff Am I fA raa'Mnn
.wwu. UM.UH, n- iaI. wenII
in hand and yours to show its merit.
Slowly at first, accompanying it with
the appropriate emotions, pronounce"
each vowel and then repeat faster and
..
.
.
.
t . until. - your indignation
raster
glows
with appeasement "anathema mar-an- a
t ha! anathema maranatha! anathema mar anathai, anathema maran- -

Blankety Blank!

To the Editor of
The Wooster Voice
Since the outbreak of war, numerous inquiries about the activities of
the Committee for Freedom and
Peace have come to members of the
.'
group. The erroneous conception
seems to be that it now has no func- tion. Perhaps you will allow me to
explain what we are doing.
Orr-villThe original purpose of the Committee was to support the government's
Oahu, T. H. attempt to insure the defeat of Hitler
To the Editor of the
AND to study plans for the post-waWooster Voice:
peace. When war was declared, there
I have been on the move since I was no longer any necessity for expres.
last received the copy of the Voice
sion on our part of
with my letter in it and so I do not!
sentiment, 'and, in the interests of
know how it was received by the
campus unity, our publication, the
majority. (The letter referred "Whisper", was
discontinued.
to was published in the Nov. 13 issue
Study Peace Proposal
of the Voice. Ed.) I was grateful to
The' Committee then proceeded to
have received a letter or two from the
devote all. its effort to the study of
minority.
.
plans for a durable peace. To this
Majority Was Asleep
end we held one open meeting at
painfullyevidenLthatthe which Dr. John Hutchison spoke,
apathetic' majority was asleep, but I and we continued to hold weekly meethave no doubt that since war has been ings up to the week before final exams.
declared that the opposite mood of
On Jan. 9, Dean William West-hafe- r
excess fear and worry has ensued. I
offered to convert our work into
- only hope that it does not develop into
a - regular - college course. - This - was,
the fear that breeds hate and revenge. done in order to cooperate with the
..Wooster has many graduates in high Government's request that American
places now, and will have from among colleges devote some effort to the comits student group later. If the revenge- prehension of the problems of a postful attitude is subdued I know that war world. Because the course would
the seeds of ( the next war will "now le open to students who do not hold
find fertile ground in the treaties fol- views identical with the Committee's,
lowing this one. We should not seek the members voted to drop its identity
peace until this "Red dragon" has in this connection. The course was
been stamped out and perhaps I shall scheduled as History' 246, Post War
have a hand in doing that job. It is Problems. The course being,
per force,
much closer to me than it is to you, a discussion group, "it was decided to
I assure you! But you may be closer limit the enrollment to 20. Preference
to the treaty makers than I, and was given to upperclassmen, selection
should do your part in helping to pre- being made by priority of application.
pare the ground so that the grain
Group Affiliated Nationally
of peace may grow unafraid for the
The Committee will continue to
tares that may be sown with it.
function where and when its functions
Pacific Greatest Ocean
may prove effectiveTlt is howcon--necteWe had a peaceful crossing on the
with similar campus groups .in
boat. It occurred to me enroute that the newly organized Student League
the Pacific was the greatest of all the of America. And it will support local,
oceans and also the most peaceful. It's national, and international efforts to
grandeur is unquestionable. Likewise secure "a just and lasting peace. The
we are the greatest and can afford to Committee made continuous and earnest-be the most charitable. Charity is not pleas
for the cooperation of the
always peaceful, however,! as is evi- students and faculty before war bedenced by the loving father who chas- gan; the same cooperation is more
tizes his son in order to save him earnestly urged today.
from his own
Sincerely, yours,
We cannot lose if everyone does his
John Bathgate
per-son-

Advice to the basketball squad: "Keep 'em

shoulders lies the responsibility for enforce-

A

DARTMOUTH
WAYNESBURQ

Editor1! Note:
Pvt. Gordon
Smith's letter was written Dec.
24 from Oahu, T. H. In a
note he writes, "Who'd have
thought I'd spend Christmas in
Honolulu last year at this time?"
The letter had been censored Jy
army officials and the regiment
number was "blacked out." Pvu- Smith was graduated from Woos-- .
ter's Conservatory of Music in the
class of 1940 and resided in

flyinV

to be followed by the youngest freshman and
the oldest senior. They are the ones upon whose

college newspaper

.ro.

INDIANA

r.

the cream of these men should set an example

It is the duty of a

XALPARA1S0
CONVERSE

-

if only to serve in extending our
vocabularies. At the very outbreak of
the war we discovered that it was correct to resort to profanity when discussing the enemy. We couldn't, of
course, take complete advantage of
this momentary laxity in social behavior, so we had to uncover suitable
expletives that is, suitable for the
society in which we might find ourselves, but sufficient to bare our heartfelt sentiments. Then too, the very
obvious natural color of our enemy,
the Jap, proved rather embarrassing
-- for those of us who had become accustomed to labelling everything despicable, "yellow". Somehow, the venom which should accompany the utterance of that word now lacks the
desired potency and as a truism it
fails completely to render the proper
satisfaction to our righteous indignation. Such being the case we had no
-recourse but to familiarize ourselves
with the use of words properly expressive of our wrath.

aubaiaa pay

Speaking of defense: If the girl whom I tried
to kiss the other night was in charge of the
Phillipines we would have nothing to worry
about..

the Kenarden Council supposedly composed of

--T-

WENDERSON

LAWRENCE
DUQUESNE

With rationing just around the corner,
when you call a girl "Sugar" you are really
complimenting her.

student and faculty member. The members of

w ous icr-

CAURWUAN.

.

fully command the respect of every Woostes

uits

SHE HANDLES
THE NEWS END
THE DAILY

replacing silk, soy beans are replacing steel,
and dandelions are replacing rubber. Hence,
in an effort to keep pace with the times the
Voice presents this column as a substitute for
the good humor which was once printed here.-Ju- st
as ersatz is a substitute for cow meat you
will find the meat of this column is largely
bull- .-

FOR SALE
tires $300.

This organization, composed of all men
residing on the Wooster campus, should right-

rauicaiiy wrung wiui uic ttuiuer ui
male.

f

GOUCHER.
LENOIR RWNE

One of the usual Kenarden nighthawks
was found in bed at 9:30 p.m. It turned out
that he was cramming for a physical examination!

at-

tempt would be made to revise the antiquated
, rules, but feeble beginnings so far have wrought
nothing. It was just wishful thinking!

-

NEWSPAPER

In this modern age .synthetics and substitutes are being made for everything. Nylon is '

Either Robinson,

iXLU&

AL

UNIVERSITY'S
DAILY

By GLEN BRYAN

BUSINESS ASSOCIATES
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been confounded as we were, we list
few of the recent additions to
our own vocabularies. Out of the respect due to our own egos it is" only
fitting that we do not divulge some of
our really good ones- - and it is understood of course, for which form of society, these are suggested. (They have
been arranged in ascending order.) :
"Wicked men,- Evildoers, Scoundrels,
Reptiles, Devils incarnate, Workers of
iniquity, .Nefarious .sons ; of Hades,
'
Malfeasants, recidivists, etc." Beyond
Dilemma
But to return to our original thesis; this point one should exercise care or
the war is proving most enlightening change the subject.

OF A MAJOR.
oo-EixxyjmoN-

.

EK1A1Z .

--

Lois Schroeder,
John Gebhardt,
Phyllis Johnson, Roger Beck, Margaret Necly.' Peggy Welah,
Betty McPbee, Ellen Vaugb, Ed Morria. Betty Piatt, Nancy
Ruth, John Stalker, Ed Fiahcr, Mar) one Page, Kenneth Cohen,
Norman Wright, Mark Thcdc.

X

.

.

I,lat

"

WOMAN EDITOR.

hcvilied

;a

rUnet Reicbd, Eugene Murdock, Grace Ohki,
Martha Stark, Jean Bid

"Edith Beck,

Wartime, despite its destructive
is proving 5ftself of educational"
value in many ways. That we have or
rill profit from its teaching it a dub-- "
tous averment, but not our immediate
concern so' we shall not launch forth
upon a sermon, "War, the Great
Teacher". We shall leave that for
history to determine, knowing full
well, nevertheless, that someone at
this moment is probably in the throes
of creating somt sucfe wqrkr,.,

.
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Just Ad Libbing

the mob began gathering at 11:30
Hall
a.m. They forced the doors of the
andgrabbed their victim.' Wrightfferciri'X. 4
resistance, and said nothing. He was stuffed
into the trunk compartment of a motor car
and taken to the negro district where he was.
dragged through the streets behind an
Later the body was cut 'loose and
gasoline applied
No doubt "this Negro deserved to be executed; he' had committed a crime against the
state. Last week Geo Wright admitted he
stabbed and critically wounded the wife of
an army sergeant. We say no doubt ihis
Negro deserved to be executed, BUT not
murdered by 300 white citizens of Sikeston,
Mo., who decided to take the law into their
own hands.
After reading such an account, we wonder
if we can believe our eyes! Have people gone
completely mad? Are we living in a medieval
world, one in' which we still halve and quar-te- r
our fellow men? It takes an incident such
as this, an incident so appalling and so ghastly
m nature, to show just
,we
really are.
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City
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He realized how much he. loved her the day they, were .both sipping
the same soda. She was wonderful, she drank to slowly.
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Hudson, Kuhn, Kathorman Brighten Future Outlook

Colleges Revise
Sports Schedules

IJ
By

JOHN STRANAHAN

Ohio Conference Colleges
Decide on Spring Sports;
For Scoring Honors
May Use Frosh Gridders

Kate, Hudson Battle

Voice Sports Editor

mil:
In downing

v

After ten games in the present cage
season Karl Kate is leading Dale Hudson by one point as the high scorer
on the Scot team. In ten games Kate
has made" 140 points while Hudson
has racked up 139. Following the two
leaders is Harry Eicher with 98 points.
Harry has an average of 14 points in
each of the last three games to bring
his average up. The other two members of the starting five, Jerry Katherman and Rich Sproull are tied with
56 points each. Hudson and Eicher
have been most effective under the
basket while Kate has been a deadly
threat with his long shots.

Bowling

Green last
any floor but the one that they
had played the Scots on during
Saturday night, Wooster reduced the
the regular season. Qesny
obstacles that might prevent themseemed to step in and East Liverfrom winning the Ohio Conference
pool High School's team plus
crown to two namely Mount Union
their coach, knocked the conferand Muskingum. The Muskies are no
ence champs out of the running.
Wooster
went on anil lost in the
longer in the running as far as con
finals
to Duquesne's varsity.
ference honors are concerned but nei
ther were they last year when they
It was interesting to watch the
facial
expression of Dick Gernert,
knocked Wooster from the lead in
star, who is now aiding with
the last game of the season.
the coaching chores at Bowling Green,
There is nothing that would
as he sat on the Bowling Green bench
give 6ur friends from New Con
during Saturday's game. Gernert could
not help but smile when Captain Kate
pleasure
cord more
than to repeat
Harry Eicher started dropping in
and
last year's performance. As far as
baskets from all angles. When the
Wooster it concerned, you can.
Bowling Green players looked toward
bet your bottom dollar that the
the bench for advice, Bones seemed to
Scots will show no mercy toward
say, "Don't worry boys, I played with
those guys and I know it is practically
Muskingum after the rather un-- .
impossible to stop them." After the
becoming reception staged for
game Gernert said that he felt that
our benefit last year.
the Falcons played one of the best
The average Wooster fan has ele games they have played all season.
phant-likcharacteristics for he has There was no doubt in anybody's mind
the ability never to forget. The rivalry that Bowling Green was the best team
started two years ago when Coach the Scots have encountered on their
Hole introduced his players with sev home court this season.
eral minutes remaining in the ball
Luckily for Wooster Rich
game. Since then the feud has been on
Sproull's shoulder injury has
and will continue until one of the two
healed sufficiently for him to see
schools takes the initiative and stops
action over the coming week-en-

--

0

1'

V

ex-Woos- ter

e

d.

However you may look at it,
the big game, of the season will
be at Alliance Feb. 18.
Both
Wooster and Mount Union are
n
undefeated in Conference
com-petitio-

and will probably remain that way until that fatal
night. Both quintets can score
from any place on ' the floor, t
Joachim, Schlott, Baughman, and
DeWitt have averaged well over
ten points a game. The Scots can
match this scoring punch with
Kate, Hudson, and Eicher.

Dick Craven, who subbed for him
in the Bowling Green fracas,
turned in a fine "performance, but
Rich's height was sorely missed
under the basket. Mose Hole will
undoubtably handle Sproull with
kid gloves, for another injury at
this stage of the game might
prove serious.

4

and Katherman may develop into another Gernert, Hole and Grenert.

Hudson, Kuhn.

BRVIN
When Coach Mose Hole's basketball
squad defeated Bowling Green here
last Saturday night, it was the Scots
ninth victory in ten starts. As the seaBy HERB

there was question in
the minds of Scot fans whether the
Sophomore hopefuls would produce.
To fill the shoes of the great Hole,
Gernert, Grenert combination was no
easy undertaking, yet the records testify that the Sophomore cagemari liave
done just that.
Katherman Accurate Passer
Jerry Katherman, sophomore guard,
has' shown exceptional consistency on
the, floor with his accurate passes and
ry
splendid ball handling.-Jeris fast
and aggressive, and exhibits outstanding tact and finesse for a player of his
size and weight. Led by Kate and
Katherman the Scot forwards seem
to have the confidence necessary to
score. Katherman's tendency to - pass
son7 developed

'

Wooster Whips Bowling Green
Kate, Eicher, Hudson Score Heavily
55-3-

9,

shot in the last minute was the only
basket made by the second team.
Captain Karl Kate played a stellar
game all the way and was easily the
outstanding man on the floor. Sopho
more Dick Craven did a sparkling
job of filling ' injured Rich Sproull's
position. Wooster's shooting was off
in the first half, the team taking 57
shots and only connecting on 13.
WOOSTER
G
F
T
Hudson, f
....,... 5
14
4
During spring vacation an
1
Katherman, f
3
.....1 .
tournament Was Staged "
Cope7 f
0
T"T
at East Liverpool, Ohio. The varKuhn, f.'..L..
0
0
0
12-sities o f Wooster and Mount
Eicher, c
7
2
16
Union were entered under asBlack, c
..0
sumed name. Mount had its
Kate, g .......
2
18
...;.....8
chance to back up the statement
1
Craven, g
2
0
that they could beat Wooster on" steaay scoring pace to match the Halter, g
2
0
l."i.
point-makinof Ertley and Johnson
'
Stoneburner, g 7.r.:.
"0
0
0
and the Scots led,
at the half.
23
55
9
Eicher sank a lay-u- p
to open the
and
.
second half, and Wooster slowly pulled BOWLING GREEN
G
F
T
away from the orange and brown clad Bordner, f
0
,
0
'0
'Say It With a Box of Our Candy" opposition. Ertley was the only man Roethlisberger, f
3
2
8
to score with any consistency f o r Harkness, f
1
Opposite Schine's Theatre
1
0
Bowling Green as Kate and Etcher car. Johnson, c ....
2
.
8
4
ried the scoring burden for .Wooster. Buckenmeyar, c
1
1
0
With the score at
Coach Hole Turner, g
- -0
2
sent in the second team. Play was Ertley, g .......
...;.....6
12
0
very rough for the rest of the game Kish, g
2
.
0
4
with the whistle shrilling constantly Fox, g
1
2
0
for fouls and jump balls. Halter's pop

Last year Wooster pinned Mount's
2
lacing. Shortly
ears back with a
after the fame Coach Bob Wright of
Mount Union told the newspapers
that he thought his team could beat
the Scots on any floor except the one
here at Wooster. Some dickering went
on for a return game but this was out
of the question, especially when the
Purple Raiders backed into the conference crown.
93-4-

,

in-depend-

enf

In a hard fought, well played game
which featured several fine plays by
both squads, Wooster defeated Bowling
Green on Jan. 24,
Karl Kate
once again led the scorers as he hit
the bucket for eight field goals and
two fouls for 18 points. Ertley, blond
hook shot artist for the visitors,
dropped in 12 points on six baskets.
, The first half was the closest battle
seen on the Wooster floor this year.
The lead changed hands four times
in the opening , minutes,, but -- Harry
Eicher tapped in a rebound to put the
Scots ahead,
Craven sank a
long shot, Kid Kate scored on a cut,
and Wooster was out in front to stay.
Eicher, Hudson, and Kate kept up a
55-3-
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Smartest Attire

E. C. LANDES, President

DIX,

E. C.

Vice-preside-

Vice-pre-

W. G. GERLACH, Ass't Cashier
SHEARER, Ass't Cashier

,

THOMAS J. LANDES, Sec'y
to the Board

DAVID TAGGART
Trust Officer
ROBERT R. WOODS
Ass't Trust Officer

WALTER C. JONES
Ass't Trust Officer

Compliments

of
ewood Coal flC Ice 'Co.
Ice
Dad's Root Beer
Pop
and Otiier Beverages

TRUST OFFICERS
LANDES

E. C.
,

C

DIX

1

ll

Wooster ran up a quick 11-- 0 lead
and stretched it to 20-- 5 after five minutes of play. At this point, Scot hopes
for the, season received a severe jolt
when veteran guard Rich Sproull suf
fered a recurrence of a shoulder in
jury received in football. A marked

DIRECTORS

r

.

L. LANDES

DAVID A. TAGGART

.

EDMUND SECREST

JOHN D. OVERHOLT

MBMBER
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation
Federal Reserve System

They're a hit with young men
our broguish, Modern Ariito-crshoes with the exclusive,
mellow-ric- h
CORDWAINER
Hond RnTsh, See them toddyT
at

A Q S T E R
Shoe Store

-

33.9 defensive average, is the best in
the state. This average, coupled with

their offensive average of 55.1, makes
them a combination to be feared by all
t

comers.

Scots Meet Strong Wittenberg Team

:

The badminton tournament is pro
gressing with a game before the semi'
final scheduled to be played between
the Misses Buccalo and Jacobs of the
Physical Education department and

1

well-fille-

d

At present it seems almost, certain
that the rule will be passed in favor
of freshman participation. Ashland
college has already dropped in foot-- ,
ball schedule
t
year. In order
to continue football in the school of
the conference during and after the
war, most of the school feel that it is
vitally necessary that the rule be
passed in favor of freshman
for-nex-

Jlllilllli

"iMilll

'

Intramural Teams See
Action After Exam Week

co-e- d

Although exams cut the Intramural "
basketball schedule last week, six
games were played on Monday night
of this week. Three of these six games
were decided by one point, Kenarden
II knocked Kenarden V from the undefeated ranks, 18-1- 7
while the Fresh,
men defeated Kenarden I,
In
the Douglass League, Douglass VII- VIII defeated Douglass III, 32-3--

Frosh Get Doublecross
Wanted, one team from Canton! If anybody has seen them,
please send them' over to the gym
,

because they were supposed to play
the frosh last night. Much to the
freshmen's amazement they never
showed up. Maybe it is just as well
theydidn't show up considering
the team that was waiting to give
them a drubbing.
A very definite air of mystery
surrounded the gym last night for
nobody knew just what team from
Canton the yearlings were supposed
to play. That is nobody knew except Mose Hole but he couldn't be
found around the gym at 8:01
p.m.

65-4-

23-2- 2.
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OLD RELIABLE

C. H. MORRISON'S
Barber Shop

"It Pays to Look

Well Groomed"
Across from Hotel Wooster
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When the Scots invade Wittenberg threat. Roy Sheil, 5 ft. 10 in., from
at Springfield Saturday, they will find Canton is an accurate long shot. Earl
themselves meeting a
Fisher, 6 ft. 2 in., of New Philadelquintet that is used to winning games. phia, forward and junior, is being
The Lutherans, with a fine record pressed by Bob Caton for the high
behind them and with five of their scoring honor. These three are the
seven experienced players being well only lettermen on the squad this seaover six fejal,wilLbethe strongest sonMarvin Gropp,-- 6
Paul
aggregation that Wooster has en Weaver, 6 ft. 2 in., Ralph Woltjen,
'
countered this season, that is, neglect' 5 ft. 10 in., and Frank Bales, 6 ft.
2 in., are the remaining players likely
ing Duquesne.
to see plenty of action. Barring injurWittenberg Wins Consistently
In the past twenty-ninseasons Wit ies or illness, Wittenberg's standard
for the Wooster game will be
tenberg's teams have won 308 games, line-uBales,
averageicorHaolIowWo,tieRV"isIlen
their
loJ9JSince4918
ing for games was Wittenberg 38 and Caton, and Sheil,
for their opponents 31. Recently they
Lutherans Seek Revenge
humiliated the formidable Kent State
The fighting Lutherans are reported
five at Kent by a wide margin.
to be seeking revenge for their defeat
Bob Caton, a 6 ft. 3 in. senior guard
from Wooster's gridmen last season,
from Urbana, Ohio, is their most 39-thus wrecking what would have
outstanding player. He scored 282
been a successful season.
points last season and is known to
score in melees under the basket. With
Rich Sproull probably on the side-

RIDER
Owen, f
Bacso,
Coleman, f ...

1

y

Ackerman, c
.
Farr, c .
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.
Yelencics, g
,
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0
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0
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There's Variety
In Spring

.

2

2 Lines 2 Times 38c'
Classified Display 75c sin' inch
Open Display
65c an inch

Watch Repairing

Co.

G. WILLIAMS, President

Silhouettes vary, there are colors (gftlore, and knitted detail
for fitted perfection.
All wool yarns are hard to. get, but right now our stock is
very complete, with all the wanted spring shades.
If you don't knit, let us teach you how. All Instructions Fret!

in The

ALL WOOL YARNS 2 Oz.

40

17

C
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lines. Bob will certainly be a definite

WEITZEL Dry Cleaning
CURZON FERRIS, KENARDEN
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Eicher, c .....
Glatz, c .....,.
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g
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WOOSTER
Hudson, f .
Katherman, f
Douglass, f
Kuhn, f ....
Vigrass, f

Sproull,
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1

I
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-
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Jewelry

GEO. H. LAHM
JBWBLBR
221 EAST LIBERTY ST.
Parker Pens
Diamonds

I

!

.

.

65c

Woolcraft Shop
PUBLIC SQUARE
New Saturday Hours: 9:00 AJMCto 6:00 P.ML
.

J
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Spring Sports Settled
The question of spring sports has
been pretty well settled. Graduation at
Wooster will be May 11. All contests scheduled on or before May 9
will be carried out as originally scheduled. Those scheduled after this data
have been moved up whenever possible and, when not possible, they have
been dropped.
...- Thi new system will make short,
seasons in all of the spring
sports baseball, track, golf, and tennis. This scheme was the only alternative for the schools affected by early -graduation, and ha worked out. with
pretty fair success.
Frosh Football Indefinite .
The question of the freshman football rule has not been worked out
quite so definitely. This question has
been taken by "a committee of members to be considered until the conference meeting in the latter part of
v
March. This committee will 'recommend its findings at the meeting at
that time, and the final results will be
decided at the meeting later in the
spring.

Gretchen Johnson and Lois Wilson.
Don't forget to report for basket
ball practice Tuesday and Thursday
nights and Saturday mornings. Looks
like a great season aheadl
nrtne
swimming marathon chart
i
shows-th- at
the freshmen are way
ahead of the rest of us. Aren't we
going to try to stop them?
I here will not be a
Play
Night this Friday, its all up to Mose!
boys to provide the fun

In the roughest game played on the difference in play followed, with Rider
. ' I I
I
battling the Scots on almost even
t
W
w
year,
uoster - narawooa

free-for-a-

B. S.

pieties

FoulsrFight Feature Rough Game
0,

ROBERT R. WOODS, Cashier

C. E.

39

tnis
the
Scots defeated Rider college, 65-4on Jan 20, A total of 28 personal
fouls, 16 on Rider and 12 on Woos
ter, were called. At one "point in the
second half, play bwme to rough
that a near
among the
players took place.

s.

tion in seven games. Bob Black has

hung up1 10 points, Bob Cope 6 points,
Don Halter and Dick Craven 5 points
each, Rog Stoneburner and Bill Vi
- grass 4 points each, Bob Douglass 3
points, and Dick Crandall 2 points.

Kuhn Good Defensively
The fine fighting spirit of the Scots
Denny Kuhn, another sophomore
forward, hasn't seen too much'action has made them tops defensively. Their

this year. Denny's best work has been
on the front line on defense. Here he
is able to stop or harrass the opposing
offense,
bolstering the Scot's already
By ILENE SMITH
defense.
stout
Denny also has a fairly
Saturday is the big day set by the
'
shot.
accurate
.
WrArAr for their annual dessert
bridge. This year all proceeds will go
to the Red Cross. Twenty-fiv- e
cent
tickets are being sold by the members
and may be bought at the door.
Everyone in the school is invited. The
place is lower Babcock and the time
is 2 to 5 p.m.

1

;

nt
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23
ac-

-

Wooster Outmaneuvers Rider

For Your

Denny Kuhn has a total of
points to his credit. He has seen

:..:

g

53-3-

basket his shots drop through the hoop
with uncanny accuracy. His ability to
handle the ball with either hand has
led him to develop a hook shot which
is difficult to stop under any conditions. Hudson has a fast break and he
invariably avoids the opposing guards
who misjudge his speed.

By EARL NELSON
Representatives of the 20 team of
the Ohio Conference met at Mansfield on Jan. 24 to discus the pressing question of spring sport and th--- ,
rules on freshman eligibility.
The
managers had met before on Dec. 6,
the day before the attack on Pearl
Harbor and had decided to take no
action on the freshman rule. The
question of spring sport ha sine
been raised. Many of the school
that were not in favor of freshmen
being allowed to play have reconsidered because of enlistments and the
20 year age bottom on the selective
v
k
v v i
service 'act.

".-T:.-

H.

33-2-

when he himself could
to a team-mat- e
tally has brought words of praise from
the Scot followers time and again.
Teamed 1 with Katherman is Dale
Hudson a sophomore who operates
from a forward position. Hudson's
ability to score is partly due to his
speed, partly due to his being basket
conscious. Once under the opponent's

--

'

TLree

'

- "H
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CHAPEL

Frosh Designate College Renews CPT Course, Includes Flight Instruction, Ground School
Favorite Section;
Hell Week Near

Friday, Jan, 30 Convocation, notices
and student meetings.
Monday, Feb
music.

Doris Fetzer, organ

2

;

-

Tuesday, Feb. 3 Convocation, notices
' and student meetings.
Wednesday,

Choice of Section Due in

Kaplan.
Thursday, Feb.
F.Wishart.

Deans' Office by Friday
Under Kenarden System

Faculty Passes Phys. Ed.
Course; Grants Leave
Of Absence to Nurses

Rabbi Harry

Feb." 4

.

7

Charles

President

A physical education conditioning
course, consisting mainly of callisthe
nics and running, for junior and senior men only, was approved at a faculty meeting, Monday evening, Jan.
26. Students eligible for the course
will be permitted to schedule this as an
extra, hour's credit.

Kappa TUele ; Starts

In back of the brief announcement
made by Dean Bruere to the freshman
men in chapel Tuesday, that their
choice of sections wai to be due Friday, lies an intricate scheme of placing the freshmen into, the various sections of Kenarden. This plan, knbwn
as the Kenarden System, is the result
of years of experimentation and in
the past few seasons has reached a
stage where practically every freshman
is placed in a section of his own
choosing.

iii

J

A

Rehearsals For New

-

Flay, Cast Chosen
Rehearsals

r

began

in earnest

this

on the Kappa Theta Gamma
production of "The Man Who Came
to Dinner", one of the most amusing
and popular plays to hit New York
since "Abie's Irish Rose." This play
will be presented in Taylor hall on
week

'

rk)'

or?

fr4i

.

Mar. 12, 13, and. 14.

Procedure Insures Contact
The following is the general plan of
the system: By eating with the different members of the various sections,
by visiting them, and by attending
their social functions, the freshmen
gain a fairly good idea of which section they would like to join. An announcement is then made by the
dean's office that the freshmen are requested to designate their first, second,
and third choices of the section they
would like to join on regulation
blanks. These choices are distributed
by this office to the sections that were
chosen.

This Kappa Theta Gamma play
has a host of characters, 36 to be
exact, and a complicated set; it is
probably the most ambitious program
that the dramatic society has ever
undertaken. Royalties required for this
production will be practically the
largest in Wooster's history, ' exceeded
only by "Dear Brutus,", the first play
ever presented in the Little Theatre.
Society Anticipates

Success

The dramatic society feels that th
popularity of the play itself coupled
with the fact that it has not yet been
generally released for amateur production justifies them in anticipating
Students and Instructors of the Ci- tured above. Back row, left to right, Merkel, Eldon Wheeler, Rex Hartz-le- row are instructors Walter A. Shuey,
A long drawn out section meeting
that they will have an enthusiastic sup.
Dave Husted,.Carl Robinson, John Charles B. Moke, Earl W. Ford, and
is then held in which the members vilian Pilot Training course during are Harry Eicher, Bill Kevan, Tom
port both from the student body and
Courtesy Daily Record
vote on those to be admitted. Their the first semester of this year are pic- - Perkins, Dr. C. O. Williamson, Ed Boyce, and Bob Steiner. In the front Roth Benner.
the general public.
voting is naturally affected by the
The Civilian Pilot Training course be given at the 'Wooster Airport under
Play Production class, under the
choices made by the freshmen, but not
which
has
Shuey
the
been
Service
with
A.
offered
Walter
for
general
Air
direction of Mr. Arthur
the
past
Recommends
necessarily dependent on it and a
two years is again being scheduled Shuey and Roth Benner as instructors.
will have charge of scenery
freshman may be chosen who hasn't
Profession for upperclass men. Registration for The course will be limited to upper-clas- s
Growing
building and all general stage work.
indicated his preference for that secthis course is continuing through this
As the set is somewhat more compli
men between the ages of 18 and
.
tion- in any way.
week, but John D. McKee, coordinacated
than most of the sets for plays
By DR. GEORGE W, JACOBY
26. Those who are under 21 must
Rhys D. Evans of Akron will speak in the
be reached
Bids Distributed by Dean
the
expects
tor,
quota
to
past, the construction of this
Medical Director
have the consent of their parents.
by the end of the week.
at the regular meeting of Kappa Mu one will present a real challenge in
The bids to the various selectees deNursing is a rapidly growing profes
Fees for the course include medical Epsilon,'
cided upon are distributed by the
national honorary mathe- building, to say nothing of procuring
Since the. United States entrance fee,
sion both for young women as well
course fee, insurance premium, matics fraternity,
dean's office. One freshman may reat 7 p.m. Monday, some unusual properties, such as a
as young men. In view of the long into the war, an affidavit is required and transportation' fee, which total
ceive as many bids as there are secFeb. 2, in the physics lecture room in case of cockroaches, a crate of live
academic program now advocated for of each applicant for the course in 41.20. The $ 12 medical fee will be
tions but this is rare. However, there is
penquins, and an Egyptian mummy
Taylor hall.
this vocation, and the increasing de- which he agrees to enlist in the remitted by the government to all
'
frequently some selection to be made
case,
.
mands for more and more nurses a armed air forces upon completion of who pass the examination.
Mr. Evans, who is associated with
and the freshman must do this with
Cast
Listed
short course of business training as a the C. P. T. or to continue in this
the research department of the Goodlittle or no interference from the secThere are numerous players selected
of this academic work is helpful. pilot training if so desired. Other reyear Tire and Rubber company, plans
part
tions because rushing is very definitely
who
are not members of the Kappa
Combination nursing and secretarial quirements are evidence of citizen- Fellowship Hears Jacoby to illustrate his lecture on tire fabricataboo. After the final decision and
Gamma but who are among the
Theta
positions are open both' in offices and ship and an identification card.
tion with lantern slides and motion
a written acceptance note, all that rebest talent on the campus. Those in
as companions for elderly people. OthDr. George W. Jacoby will speak pictures.
The work consists of 72 hours in
mains before a freshman is declared a
the production are: Martha Stark as
themselves for struction in ground school courses
opportunities
er
unfold
member of the section is "hell week"
Members of Theta Chi Delta, chem- Mrs. Stanley; Lois Clowes as Miss
at Student Fellowship Sunday, Feb. 1,
those, trained along these dual lines.
and 35 to 45 hours of, flight instruc- at 9:45 a.m. in Kauke. His subject istry club, and Sigma Pi Sigma, Preen; Jane Menold, June Stanley;
and the formal initiation.
Week of Jan.
1942
tion, for which four hours of. college
will be, "Health as a determining fac- physics fraternity, have also been in- Clarice Miraldi, Sarah; Evelyn RobDispensary treatments for the week. credit will be given. The courses in
vited to attend.
erts, Mrs. Dexter; Ruth Mary Woolf,
tor in your philosophy of life."
the ground school phase are
r,

Evans Discusses

Jacoby

Kal-tenbor-

n,

Tire Fabrication

--

.

.

1-2-

College To Add
Courses Aiding
Defense Efforts

The. class will meet Monday,
Wednesday, anf Friday at 4:30 in the
cage, and the first class will be held
tomorrow. The classwork will include
callisthenics and similarly organized
drills, aiming to get the students in
good physical condition by the end
of the semester.
Students Granted Leave
Action was also taken to grant a
leave of absence for the senior year
to prospective students of nursing.
Upon certification of the completion
of the first year's work in nursing, they
will receive a baccalaureate
degree
from Wooster.
This plan can be followed only
under the following conditions: the
student must have completed at least
94 semester hours, of which not less
than 60 must have been done in this
college. This work, must show a B
average. The requirements of the college for the degree of B.A. must also
be met. The requirement for, a major
will be met by

scientific
courses. Anyone interested should consult, the entrance requirements of the
various schools.

l,

7,

193

AFTER A
FASHION

Admissions,

men,
Discharges, Men

2

2

meteorMr. Moke; naviga-

ology, 24 hours,
6 tion, 24 hours, Mr. Williamson; civil
air regulations and general service of
aircraft, Mr. Meyer.

Women
Women

7

Forum to Elect Officers

The course in flight instruction

AT

will

May is New
Color Day Date

Freshman Forum will meet this
8
Sunday in the Athenaean room at the
FREEDLANDER'S
usual time, 9:45 a.m. The meeting,
which will be concerned with the elec
Just browsing around on third floor tion of new officers for this semester,
(Continued from Page 1)
I ran across a pastel wool that I could will be preceded by a devotional serv-icof: Miss MacKenzie, Dean of Womnot live without; It's at this time of
en; Miss Lowrie, head of the physical
year that every clothes closet looks its
education " department; " Dean
shabbiest and one of these lovelies
Psych Club Studies Test
Mr. McKee, Alumni Secretary;
perb up one's spirit no end. And the
Mr, Grady, Chairman of the Public
price can't help but catch your eye
Psychology club will hold Its reg- Occasions Committee; Mr. Young of
W5. There are many styles and ular meeting , on Wednesday, Feb. 4, the Admissions office;, and Mr,
of the speech department.
colors blue, aqua, rose, gold, and at 7:00 p.m. Willoughby's Personality
Schedule
the
and
Allport
- The students were represented
Ascendanceby
that present fashion favorite, winter
Submission tests will be studied. Celia Phoebe Houser, Bob Dunlap, "and
white! I suggest one of these wools to
Retzler, Bobbie Robinson, and Robert Jerry Stryker.
carry you through until you're ready Wilder will have charge of the proAttention writers of scenarios for
to plan that all important spring gram.
the Color Day pageant! Scenarios for
e.

West-hafe-

Kal-tenbo-

wardrobe.

J learned at the sweater counter that

sweaters

7
.

r;

rn

the pageant must be turned into Jerry

the demand

at

for

Tish-u-Kn-

white

it

can now be filled.
Better hustle right down and get one
while they last they're long
wicn a round neckline.
.95

slip-ove-

"Hooded Honeys"
for the

Stryker-byJSaturda-

Wooster Theatre

that's the name

long-fringe-

mad about a plaid in shades of pink.
The squares are priced at $2.00; the

STYPES Drug Store

Schedule For Work

r

New
COSTUME

"

:

Paper

JEWELRY
0CL

--

s,

Featuring the new long neck-

al

-

laces o

-

f woo4

and

plastic

beads in South American

col-

neckd
ors. Also
laces, bracelets and novelty
multi-stran-

.

.

,

Eve-leig-

h;

pins.

T

with Robert Payson Hill, '30, preThe dorms are asked to cooperate
sented a joint recital here during the and go on the scheduled evenings in
Seventy-fift- h
e
Anniversary of the
order to ... avoid conf usion and ., rush
"
in October.
nights.

Rev. Rath Opens Study
Of Far Eastern Situation

FRIDAY-SATURDA-

Y

col-leg-

Don Ameche

.

"Confirm or Deny"
-

t

"Glamour Boy"

Rev. Charles E. Rath, formerly a
missionary JnthePhillipinesrspoketo
International Relations Club Wednesday evening in Babcock basement. He
discussed our Far Eastern allies, the
Filipinoes. This was the first of a
series of studies the group will make
of allies in the Far Eastern theatre of
war.
At the previous meeting of International on January 9,. Dr. William
Hail outlined the history of 'Japan's
totalitarianism and her plans for a
sphere.

F. H. HAMILTON

Annats

JEWELER
Watch, Clock,

ft Jewelry

215 B. Liberty

Repairing

Phone

893-- L

.

SUN.-MON.-TUE-

S.

first floor.
Adv. BMcC

Bob Hope

in

"

"Louisiana Purchase"

J700STE1V
R rI

-1-

00

WEDNESDAY-THURSDA-

HELLO PLEASE!
On SUNDAY we open at
9:30 A.M. and dose at

SHACK

Y

BACHES

Frederic March
Loretta Young in

CUBE STEAK
BAKED BEANS
- FRENCH FRIES
Bread, Butter,Beverage

"Bedtime Story"

1926 Cleveland Rd. Ph. 911

Virgin Wool SWEATERS

American Made Sweater Classics
Slipons and
Cardigans in Luscious Pastel Shades

$3.95

.

CITY TAXI
8 12

Beulah Bechtel
Next, to Schines

ity

The COLLIER PRINTING Co.
Bever and North Streets

SUIT AND OVERCOAT

S

-

A

-

Values to

$25.00

Values to

$29.50

Values to

$35.00

.

$28.75

Values to

$45.00

.

$36.75

.

$24.75.

Phone 400

Printed and Engraved Stationery

DAY and NIGHT

LIBERTY CLEANERS
-Li-G-

AUFor
3 5c

--

'!

co-prosper-

FA

Announces

.

f

:

Feb.-1- 4.

y,-

2.00 DOROTHY GRAY
Blustery, Weather Lotion
SPECIAL - . 1.00

Mrs. McCutchen; Alice NefF, Maggie
Jim Donaldson will lead the devoCutler; Helen Kelly, Harriett Stan-ley- ;
tions.
Virginia Lee, Lorraine Sheldon;
W.S.G.A.
Herb Rogers, Mr. Stanley; Charles Ireland, John; Robert Marsh, Richard
Stanley; Walter Krumm, Dr. Bradlev;
Genevieve Rowe Sings
Paul Gruber, Whiteside; RayTGillman,
Postponed Met. Audition The schedule for work on surgical Jefferson; Doug Zook, Prof. Metz;
dressings in the library room at Hoov. Foster Lewis, Sandy; John Bathgate,
Carrollton; and John Stalker as Ban(Continued from Page 1 ) ....... er has been announced by the W. S.
"
jo.
audition the aria, "Shadow Song", G. A. in cooperation with the Red
Cross. This room has been made over
from '"Dinorah".
as a work room for the college girls.
Vandersall Gives
The auditions, sponsored by the
Following is the schedule of dorm
Sherwin-William- s
On Odysseus' Character
Company, are connights
and the girl from each dorm
ducted by Winifred Pelletier of the
who is responsible
for announceMetropolitan Opera Company. From
Betty Vandlrsall will present a paments:
singers appearing each Sunday, two
per on the character of Odysseus in
Monday: Annex, Pat Marker; Cran-dell'- the "Iliad", "Odyssey", and later
or three groups will be selected for
semi-fincompetition. Finals will be
Ruth Giele; White's, Mary V. works, at a regular meeting of the
held late in the year.- Lansing Hat- Miller) Adam's, Marjorie Mills, Tues- Eta Sigma Phi, classical language honfield, who appeared on the campus last day: Hoover, Margaret Rath. Wednesor, society, Feb, 4, at Miss Eve New-nan'- s
year, was one of the successful win- day: Holden, Mary Jane Benson,
home.
ners of the 1940-4- 1
audition series. Thursday: Babcock, Louise Stewart.
The organization will sponsor a
afternoon:
Westminster, Virgil contest
Miss Rowe's audition, which was Saturday
at the local high school
Margaret Craft; Miller, Sadie
in the near future.
to have been held a few weeks earlier,
Korner, Nancy Helm; Colonial,
had been postponed because of. a seEllen
Kline.
attack-olaryngitis.
vere
She, together

rs

d
wool squares you
have seen jauntily tied around many
gal's curls. You'll find them in plain
colors like CELIA RETZLER'S white
on
or in - beautiful plaids. I - was

triangles at $1.00

ng

Students May Be Placed in Class V-- l
The Bureau of Navigation at Washington, D,C has sent out a release
which states that students in school
and college who have passed their
17th and not reached their 20th birthday may be enlisted in class V-Naval Reserve, and upon their own
request, may be placed in inactive
duty until the completion of their
current scholastic year unless the military situation necessitates the Navy
Department's calling them into active
duty beforehand. Commandants will
not call any of these .men to active
duty until orders are issued by the
Bureau of Navigation. Naval recruiting will continue on a voluntary basis.
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